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HIGHER DEGREES AND
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS

FACULTY OF SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY

HIGHER DEGREES GRADUANDS

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT OF TROPICAL BIODIVERSITY

Jaya SOOKRAJ-KALICHARAN
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Camille Maria BREMNOR** (With Distinction)
Jennifer JOSEPH-LAING
FACULTY OF HUMANITIES &
EDUCATION

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION

Natalie Ann Leslie ALI** (With Distinction)
Nisha Shireen ALI
Laurine Stephanie ANTOINE
Audra Theresa ANTOINE MALONEY
Lian Mureka ARCHIE** (With Distinction)
Ann Heather ASSING-AHYE** (With Distinction)
Shelley Rosemarie ATWAROO
Kaloutie BABULAL
Avie Debbie BACCHUS-HOPKINS
Indira Deannandra BAJNATH
Rudranath John BALWANT** (With Distinction)
Jennise Keviah BAPTISTE
Aanusha Nirmala Sarita BEDASSIE
Tika BHOLA-MAHABIR
Kanisha Ayanna Nickieta BISHOP
Priya BISSRAM

Beverly Christiana BOBB-CUMBERBATCH

Khadine BRATHWAITE

Mitch Mark BRIDGEMOHAN** (With Distinction)

Cheryl-Ann Stephanie BROOMES

Kiloi Monifa BROOMES-PINDER** (With Distinction)

Ken Spenser BULLOCK

Maria BUSBY-MONTENEGRO

Kimberly Cheryl-Ann BYNG** (With Distinction)

Claire Elizabeth CARRINGTON

Allison Sarah CHANG

Bertyl CHARLES

Leslie CHARLES

Paul Brian CHRISTIAN** (With Distinction)

Arlene CLARKE

Fayola Candace CLARKE

Serran Sasha CLARKE

Camille Anthea CLARKE-SMITH

Marise Anna CRAIGG

Ramona Jasmine DANIEL-BEHARRY

Rosalind DANIEL MOHAN

Nicole Marie DEVAUX

Rajendra DILRAJ
Julie DOOKIE-RAGOO
Vedawati DOOLAM** (With Distinction)
Nesha DURGAPERSAD
Crystal Andrea DWARIKA
Dainette Anna-Marie DYER** (With Distinction)
Nigel Sherwyn EASTMAN** (With Distinction)
Joanne Natalie EDWARDS-PERMAUL
Marlene EMANIS
John Desmond FARFAN
Kiza Maurisa FELIX-ROBERTS
Anthony Ian FREDERICK
Naressa GANGA
Maureen GANGAR
Rhonda Denise GELLINEAU
Tamara Crystal GELLIZEAU
Nicole Simone GOMES
Janadi GONZALEZ
Sunita GOPEE** (With Distinction)
Joy Jeanette GORDON
Shelley-Ann GREAVES
Tinneil Allison GREENIDGE
Marlon Borde HART
Alicia Psyche Denise HAYNES** (With Distinction)
Kristy Shelley HENRY-LA TROY
Camille Quailan HONG PING
Lisa Natasha HOSEIN
Ritchie Ansari HOSEIN
Sameeda Nazakah HOSEIN
Shahjehan HOSEIN
Andre Kerwin ISAAC
Lavonne ISAAC-BHOLA** (With Distinction)
Dooreen Dolly JADOONANAN
Camatie JAGESSAR
Gina Lisa JAGGERNATH-ISHMAEL
Renata Vaasha JAINARINE
Josanne Trena Jaymie JAMES-LEACOCK** (With Distinction)
Chemon Gillian JOHN
Keiba Ayanna JOHN
Nakita Rezel JOHN
Prior Eversley JOSEPH
Maureen JULIEN-HARRIPAUL
Sherry Shabana KHAN** (With Distinction)
Radheka KISSOONLAL** With Distinction
Nina Marie LAKE** (With Distinction)
Larissa LALMAN
Nicole Patricia LAPTISTE-GEORGE** (With Distinction)
Keisha Simone **LEWIS-CUMMINGS**
Marcia Allyson **LINCOLN**
Shaun Anthony **LINDSAY**
Selene Zse **LOGIE**
(With Distinction)
Wendell Deryck **LONG**
Donna-Daile Nicole **LOPEZ**
Danya Lara **LOUGHEIDE**
Rehanna Marla **LUTCHMAN**
Ron Devindra **MAHABALSINGH**
Dana Giselle **MAHABIR-KHAN**
Vijesh **MAHADEO**
Goutam **MAHARADGE**
Jairam **MAHARAJ**
Meshal **MAHARAJ**
(With Distinction)
Seema **MAHARAJ**
Vidya Varlene Anisa **MAHARAJ-PARIAG**
(With Distinction)
Nelia Margaret **MANMOHAN**
Kari **MANSWELL**
Tamara Kim **MARTIN**
(With Distinction)
Kendra Simone **MEDINA-LYONS**
Debbie Elinda **MELVILLE**
(With Distinction)
Krystal Kandice **MILLER**
(With Distinction)
Josanne Tamara **MITCHELL**
Adanna Lucky MODESTE**  
Charlene Alana MOHAMMED  
Kareema MOHAMMED  
Nailah Rehana MOHAMMED  
Shakira Sa’Uda MOHAMMED  
Sheriza Karen MOHAMMED-HOSEIN  
Lisa MORRIS-JULIAN  
Dane Jerome MORTON-GITTENS**  
Joy-Ann Marisha MOSELEY**  
Idris MUHAMMAD  
Baalhamon Milcom MUNRO  
Anderson NANAN**  
Stacey Arveon NEDD  
Kenrick NOEL  
Kwasi Yohance Anthony NOEL  
Khadine Sasha Rita NUNES-BHARATH  
Gail Jacqueline ODAIN-SAMAROO  
Melissa Abigail OUDITH  
Reynold Rajesh PATTRON  
Daniella PAUL  
Lindy-Ann Jewel PETERS  
Damion PHILLIP  
Jerrilynn Chrystine PHILLIP-JOHN
Nadia Carma Abbey **PHILLIPS**
Marissa Rissy **POLIAH**
Ganesh **PULCHAN** (With Distinction)
Cindy Lau **QUAN HONG**
Joann **RAMADHAR** (With Distinction)
Gemma **RAMDIAL**
Sunil Neil **RAMKISSOON**
Devani Devi **RAMLAKHAN** (With Distinction)
Rajendra Carlon **RAMLAL**
Nadia **RAMLAL-KUMARSINGH**
Curt Naraindra **RAMNARINE**
Kaveeta Camille **RAMNARINE**
Sarah Kiran Kendel **RAMNARINE**
Nadya Nandanie **RAMNATH**
Alvin **RAMSAROOP**
Erika Sindy **REID**
Karen Therese **RICHARDSON**
Shiron V. **ROACH**
Phyillis **ROBERTS-KNIGHTS**
Tricia Anyka **ROGERS**
Judy **SAMAROO**
Shanti **SAMARU-SEEPERSAD**
Laura **SAMPATH-BOOCWOON**
Varsha Anuradha Niala SEERAM-MAHARAJ
Strudy SIEUNARINE
Alia Nadia SINGH
Darryl Shastri SINGH** (With Distinction)
Anika Henrietta SMART
Greer Annie SMITH-FLETCHER
Asha SOOKDEO-JONAS** (With Distinction)
Ophelia Versha SOOKOO
Priya Devi SOOKRAJ
Sandie Sharlen SUBERO
Nisha SUDAMA
Sasha Diandra SUKDEO-DOWLAT
Kezia Sherrese TAYLOR
Jason THOMAS
Ayana Muslima THOMPSON** (With Distinction)
Jill-Ann TOM YICK
Reah Josanne Jonne WARNER-MAYERS
Naioka WILLIAMS** (With Distinction)
Romanie Nyola WILSON
Candace Amanda YEARWOOD
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN UNIVERSITY TEACHING & LEARNING

Timothy Andrew AFFONSO** (With Distinction)
John C. ALBRIGHT
Gillian Lenore ALLISON** (With Distinction)
Kathy-Ann Ingrid ALPHONSO-LOOTAWAN** (With Distinction)
Tennille Deirdre AUGUSTE
Kernita-Rose Nicole BAILEY** (With Distinction)
Orrette Joel BAKER** (With Distinction)
Ramaa BALKARAN** (With Distinction)
Phillipa BARRY** (With Distinction)
Grace-Anne BENT** (With Distinction)
Tamara Marlese BRATHWAITE** (With Distinction)
Geoffrey Hamilton BROOKS
Charisse Janine BROOME
Fidel A. CAPTAIN
Shanda CHALWELL-SMITH** (With Distinction)
Georgina Mary CHAMI** (With Distinction)
Janique Aiesha Eureka DENNIS
Isaac DIALSINGH** (With Distinction)
Alicia Patricia Nicola ELIAS-ROBERTS** (With Distinction)
Winston ELIBOX** (With Distinction)
Judith GOBIN** (With Distinction)
Averil HENRY** (With Distinction)
Nigel Kevin JALSA** (With Distinction)
Angel Alberto JUSTIZ VAILLANT
Duc KIEU
Geeta Arvind KURHADE
Kim Michelle LENNARD** (With Distinction)
Dana Annabelle LEWIS-AMBROSE** (With Distinction)
Jaron Richard MADURO
Ravi MAHARAJ** (With Distinction)
Traci O’DEA** (With Distinction)
Philip ONUOHA
Hazel Juliet PATTERSON-ANDREWS** (With Distinction)
Koshina Anatasha RAGHUNANDAN-MOHAMMED** (With Distinction)
Natasha RAMKISSOON-BABWAH** (With Distinction)
Rochard Roland SANTO** (With Distinction)
Kemouy Latoya SEBASTIAN-GEORGE** (With Distinction)
Rabindranath SINGH** (With Distinction)
Jerome TEELUCKSINGH
Erica Natasha WATTLEY
Nikolay ZYUZIKOV
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
ARTS & CULTURAL ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT

Patrick Eugene BERTRAND

Daniella Carmen Sade CARRINGTON** (With Distinction)

Siemone Alana FORTUNE** (With Distinction)

Ivory Ayana Melissa HAYES** (With Distinction)

Anne-Marie Therese HERMELIJN** (With Distinction)

Sherla Mc KENZIE

Jessil Adwin MOORE

Caren C. NELSON

Trevor SEUNARINE

Kenneth Emanuel WILSON

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN INTERPRETING TECHNIQUES

Vishma MAHARAJH

Rhea Melissa PLANTE

Kristy Lauren RAMKISSON
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

Andrea Taryn CHARLERIE
Abigail Mandi GEELALSINGH
Chiemeka Ifetayo JAMES
Sade Akilla PETERS
Karen Karlene ROBERTS-VINCENT
Keturah Miranda WILLIAMS
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN COASTAL ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Richelle Genevieve JEREMIE

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

Stefan Keron DEOKIESINGH
Troy Anthony MYRIE

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Everald Wesley HEMMINGS
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING
(COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS)

Amit Donny GOBIN

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING
(CONTROL SYSTEMS)

Arvin Shiva RAMNANAN
Dwayne Adrian SHAKO

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING
(ENERGY SYSTEMS)

Raj KOONGBEHARRY
Karla Samantha MOHAN
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING
(INTEGRATED SYSTEMS)

Leah Oluwatosin OJO

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Christian Joel SADLOW
Gerard Daryl Declan WHARTON
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
GEOINFORMATICS

Daniel Peter Angelo **AHYE**
J'Ovanna Leia **ALI**
Rondell Adrian **CARDINEZ**
Cristale Stacy **DHEAN**
Lanalisa Patrice **GEORGE**
Schellie Ruth **LEOTAUD**
Kiara Lewanna **MEDINA**
Jenelle Monqiue **MOORE**
Amar Shane **RAMNARINE**
Tricia Meera **SIEUSANKAR**
Yashpal **SINGH**
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
LAND ADMINISTRATION

Reshma BHOLA
Gitana Phedra BOODHAI
Delicia Collette GEORGE-JEAN-BAPTISTE
Corliss Ezekiel MURRAY
Rikki RAJARAM
Rishi SINGH

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Randolph Thomas JACK
Ryan KASSIE
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

Sareka Sian PARIAG

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN URBAN &
REGIONAL PLANNING

Leslie Nigel SYLVESTER
FACULTY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
EMERGENCY MEDICINE

Ravi BHAGALOO
Clyde BHARATH
Loren Mary DE FREITAS
Rajanikanth KANDULA
Kristel Vincent KHAN
Shivanne Aviann MAHARAJ
Brian Michael MC COON
Joseph RAMDHANIE** (With Distinction)
Ryan Garvin RAMSUMAIR
Kerry Dave WALKER
Brinda YEKKANTI
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
FAMILY MEDICINE

Nicole Alexandria ADDERLEY
Estelle Joanna ARMOUR-LAVILLE
Geeta BOODANSINGH
Shakera Rakell CARROLL
Julien Ashton CHARLES
Yochia CHASTANET
Tamika Terri CHUNG
Natalie Joan CLERK
Catherine Celese CONLIFFE
Tiadra Raynell DORSETT-JOHNSON
Sharmaine Raquel GRAY-STUART
Charlene Reah JAGAI
Saif Zarak KHAN
Indira Carmelita MINUS-GRIMES
Zerah MOHAMMED
Stanley Chinemelu OJIAKO
Rakesh Rodney RAMCHARAN
Keith Leon RIVERS
Juana RODGERS
Lisa Lacrissia ROLLE-SMITH
Lesley-Ann ROPER
Giselle Laverne SERGEANT
Safiyyah Azeezah SHAH
Deval Shalette SMITH-ROLLE
Andre SOOKDAR
Sally TAYLOR-THOMAS
Jahzreel A. THOMPSON
Nina Simone THOMPSON
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN 
THE MANAGEMENT OF HIV INFECTION

Tracie Julia **FRANCIS** (With Distinction)

Tessa Frances Therese **GALINDO**

Shirma Patricia **GRAHAM HINDS**

Erica Dawne **JOSEPH**

Fatima Sharmaine **LEZAMA**

Ingrid **MARCELLIN-WISEMAN** (With Distinction)

Nadira Rekha **NARINE**

Oris Naomi **NERO-JARVIS**

Avion Marcia **QUAVA-JONES** (With Distinction)

Shivani Natalie **RAM**

Sharon Wendy **SOYER-LABASTIDE** (With Distinction)

Mercedes Mariella **TELFER-BAPTISTE**
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
MEDIATION STUDIES

Amanda ACKBARALI-RAMDIAL** (With Distinction)
Sandy-Joy Amy BASDEO
Josephine Joan BENJAMIN
Lystra Marion CHARLES
Licia Fern DAVIS** (With Distinction)
Wyllan Taurean DICK
Deidre Ria FRANCOIS
Charlene Maria FUNG** (With Distinction)
Andel Kern O. GEORGE
Lawrence HAGGARD** (With Distinction)
Bridget Bernadette IGNATIUS
Kallapersad JAICHAND
Keston Kende JOHNSON
Avis Florence JOSEPH-EDWARDS
Jill Catriona LUMSDEN** (With Distinction)
 Kimberley Cindy MAHABIRSINGH
Dinesh Ishri NARAINExx (With Distinction)
Sasha Nikita RAUSEO
Sharon **SEENATH** (With Distinction)
Sherece Giselle **SERRETTE**
Danielle Anne **STEWART** (With Distinction)
Marissa Davia **WALDRON-MC WILLIAMS**
Carla Naomi **WATKINS**
Aurelia Monique **WILLIAMS** (With Distinction)
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

Nefertiti **ACOSTA-YATES**

Tricia A.D. **BECKLES**

Ryerson **BHAGOO** (With Distinction)

Dwayne Val **DAVIS**

Jerome Christopher **EDWARDS** (With Distinction)

Calisia Rachel **GREGOIRE**

Calistra Raquel **GREGOIRE** (With Distinction)

Nicholas Simon **MOHAMMED**

Ranjeeve **MOONAN** (With Distinction)

Michael Leonard **PITTS** (With Distinction)

Janelle Elisha Nadine **ROSS**

Larnelle Anson **ST. HILAIRE**

Blaine Stephen Isaiah **THOMAS**
POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT & MANAGEMENT

Delia Jermaine BROOKS
Sayeeda HOSEIN
Arielle Nikki JAGROO
Dianne Hilda JAMES
Mesha Adielle PRAN
Nikisha Danielle SMITH
Statia WILLIAMS
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Allene Allesha AMBROSE
Leslie-Ann Sharon BROWNE
Jeneve Whitney M. CHRISTOM
Cherish Bianca DACON
Randall Anthony DE FREITAS** (With Distinction)
Adanna EDWARDS** (With Distinction)
Jo Lana Ginelle FRANCIS** (With Distinction)
Renee Alicia GABRIEL
Faies JAFAR** (With Distinction)
Laurel Dionne LEZAMA-LEE SING
Nazia Marissa MOHAMMED** (With Distinction)
Viana Lizzanne MOREAU
Chadwick NOEL** (With Distinction)
Jenelle Annalisa PARIAG
Nelsonia Priscilla PERSAUD-BUDHRAM** (With Distinction)
Shiva RAMROOP
Shaniece Valine **RIVERS**

Nayaatha **TAITT**

Samantha Tiffany Nadia **TAKLALSINGH**

Stacy-Ann Pauline **VINCENT**

(With Distinction)
INSTITUTE OF GENDER & DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN GENDER & DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

Asha CHASTEAU
Franchesca Sade PETERS
FACULTY OF FOOD & AGRICULTURE

HIGHER DEGREES
GRADUANDS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

Niko HOWAI
Deborah Lydia PRESCOTT
Stephan MOONSAMMY

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
AGRICULTURAL & RURAL DEVELOPMENT (BY DISTANCE)

Shaun BAUGH
Denny BUDHOORAM
Rohan M. ROBINSON
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
AGRI-FOOD SAFETY & QUALITY ASSURANCE

Zainab Hajrah ALI
Ria Camille FRANCIS
Sherrae FRANKLYN** (With Distinction)
Vi Marion NEDD-JACKMAN
Susan Alicia TURNBULL-FORTUNE
Shivana WALTER

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CROP PROTECTION

Donnamarie Vanessa ALEXANDER
Dane Mark BAILEY
Casey-Marie Lauren BOUCHER
Terence Renwick JACK
Krysta Cavelle JENNINGS
Rishi MOHANSINGH
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MARKETING & AGRIBUSINESS

Nkosi Marcus R. **FELIX**
Moses Roderick **MIKE**
Asisha **PATTERSON**

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
TROPICAL COMMODITY UTILISATION

Marsha Mellisa **SAMAROO**
FACULTY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

HIGHER DEGREES GRADUANDS

CAVE HILL CAMPUS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
NATURAL RESOURCE & ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Suelan CHIN-COLAI

Kia K. JOACHIM** (With Distinction)

Maria Ella MAYNARD

Stephanie Marguerite WARREN-GITTENS
ST. AUGUSTINE CAMPUS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION & SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT IN THE CARIBBEAN

Nicole Julie ADIMOOLAH
Tricianna MAHARAJ
Kareena Annama MANICKCHAN** (With Distinction)
Donna Rebecca PATTERSON
Khemraj BHOJNANAN
Laura Vidia BIGRAM** (With Distinction)
Helga Naadia CROSBY
Jason Steven DYER** (With Distinction)
Devin Beaumont ESCALLIER
Akash Shiva HARRIRAM
Karleen LALL
Shane Glenroy MASON
Amit Neil RAMKISSOON
Hector Franklyn WILLIAMS
Rachel Suelyn YEN CHONG** (With Distinction)
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
OCCUPATIONAL & ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY & HEALTH

Shayheeda Lisa **BAKSH**
Ayanna Ornella **BRADSHAW**
Selina Cheryl **BROWNE***(With Distinction)*
Angelica Bidhieawati **DASS**
Clara Angeline M **DASSYNE**
Kaneeza **GOWRIE**
Stephanie **GUNNESS**
Danielle Carla **HACKSHAW**
Delena **INDAR***(With Distinction)*
Jenna Valene **INDARSINGH**
Zuhurah **ISAHAK***(With Distinction)*
Sajeev **JAGGERNAUTH**
Zaheer **KHAN**
Safeeya **MANZANO**
Zephrine Joseph **MILLARD**
Saheed **MOHAMMED**
Rajesh **MOHANSINGH**
Neeala **MONGROO**
Shaana Fenella **NANDLAL***(With Distinction)*
Nicholas Jerome Levi **NEALE**
Nalini **PERSAD**
Adesh **RAGOONANAN**
Jamieson Kyle **RAMKISSOON**
Nishana Praya **RAMSAWAK**
Marielle Renuka **RAMSUBIR**
Rory Shawn **SARAFAT**
Ravi **SEEPERSAD**
Rishi Dominic Dave **SHAFFIE**
Faye Maxine **SOOKWAH**
Kalesi Rhenna **ST. LOUIS**
Ceronne Ayanna **THOMAS**
Garnet Barry **WOODS**
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS

Zana Alyssa Saeeda **ALI**  (With Distinction)

Roger **BOSTIC**

Miriam Clodia **DUNCAN-SUTTON**

Anand **JAGGERNATH**

Trisha **LAWRENCE**  (With Distinction)

Anand Kumar **RAMPADARATH**  (With Distinction)
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SCIENCE &
MANAGEMENT OF TROPICAL BIODIVERSITY

Janielle Melisa BACCHUS

Vijaya FRANKSTAN-PAUL

Paul Bryan Kenneth MACKOON** (With Distinction)

Louie Kian Joseph MARCANO

Lisa Indira PREMCHAND

Amanda Miranda RAMADHAR

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN STATISTICS

Lila Yasmin ALI

Anna-Stacia BUTAN** (With Distinction)

Usha GARIB

Dennis Gerard NOEL

Parvati RAMDIAL

Stephan Russell SAMUELL

Varsha SANKAR

Sudesh Siewdath SEEGOBIN
FACULTY OF HUMANITIES & EDUCATION

HIGER DEGREES GRADUANDS

OPEN CAMPUS

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN ADULT & CONTINUING EDUCATION

Rhonda Rosamond CLEGHORN SEECHARAN** (With Distinction)
Yvonne FERRETTE** With Distinction)
Ameeda HASMATH** (With Distinction)

Nesha MALCHAN

Tara SOOKOO BISNATH
MASTER OF EDUCATION IN LITERACY INSTRUCTION

Kim Dianne **BALTHAZAR COLTHRUST** (With Distinction)
Deborah Mary **GREENE-ACEVERO**
Colleen **MARAJ**
Sherry Ann **OSBORNE**
Franklyn **PERSAD** (With Distinction)
Helen Allison **RAMCHAND-RAMKISSOON**
Vanda Kay **RAMKISSOON** (With Distinction)
Gaitree **RATTAN** (With Distinction)
ST. AUGUSTINE CAMPUS

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

MASTER OF EDUCATION
(CONCENTRATION IN CURRICULUM)

Marsha Antoinette ALI

Shirdi ALI** (With Distinction)

Bernadette Kathleen ANDREWS

Mishka Alicia ASHTON-GILBERT

Devindra Shiva BARRATH

Cintra BHOLA-ARJOONSINGH

Candice Georgette BRIGGS** (With Distinction)

Allison Cynthia GEORGE** (With Distinction)

Angela Ann GRAHAM-RUDOLFO

Phebe Lois GRANVILLE** (With Distinction)

Neesha HOSEIN

Avinash JACKREE** (With Distinction)

Alicia Nicole MC CAVE** (With Distinction)

Eva Charmaine NAKHID

Stacey Sharon NIDHAN

Maria Lydia PAUL-WISEMAN

Indrani PERSAD
Vishal **RAMJATTAN** (With Distinction)

Alana Seeta **RAMKESSOON**

Janet Asha **RAMNANAN-MUNGROO**

Vernessa Nalini **SANKAR**

Kavita **SHARMA**

Natasha Asha **STEWART**

Natalie Natesha **SUEPAUL** (With Distinction)

Lisa Patricia **YOUNG** (With Distinction)
MASTER OF EDUCATION
(CONCENTRATION IN SCIENCE EDUCATION)

Arthur Terrence CARLOW

Gabrielle Maria CAYENNE-FRANCIS

Kester Kurt Ruthven COKER** (With Distinction)

Carlene Carol HAYES

Sanjeev Andrew MAHARAJ

Charlene Cindy RAMKISSOON

Trishana Shivani RAMKISSOON

Stacy Ann Paula WARRICK** (With Distinction)
MASTER OF EDUCATION
(CONCENTRATION IN YOUTH GUIDANCE)

Kelly Clare **BELGROVE**
Gerard Johan **DHAROO**
Wendy-Anne Kathleen **DICK** *(With Distinction)*
Sharlene Stacey **DOOKIE** *(With Distinction)*
Elizabeth **EARLE**
Cleopatra Joycelyn **FRANCIS**
Patricia Mary **GODDARD**
Lisa Jennifer **GUILLAUME**
Debbie Hermine **GUY-PHILLIPS**
Gabriel **HENDERSON**
Giselle Lynette **JOSEPH**
Patrice Roberta **KING-NEWTON**
Elizabeth Josephine **KING OLIVER**
Reshma **MAHARAJ DHAROO**
Hilary **MARCHAN**
Lavaughn Abigail **MC CLATCHIE**
Odette Althea **O'NEIL-KERR** *(With Distinction)*
Pearl Angela **ORR**
Anycia **RAMOUTAR-BHAWAN** *(With Distinction)*
Charlene Fabiola **RAYMOND**
Melia **SAMBUCARAN** (With Distinction)

Amena **SANDY**

Dianne Pearl **SANTANA**

Premraj **SEETH**

Vickey Irma **THOMAS**

Donna May **THOMAS-BOATSWAIN**

Donna Paulamay **THOMAS-SEALEY** (With Distinction)

Kempa Marissa Carl **THOMAS-ST. LOUIS** (With Distinction)

Alion Nicole **TONEY**

Elva Glennis **WINCHESTER-ROMEO**
MASTER OF EDUCATION
(HEALTH PROMOTION)

Ian Rostan **JACKSON** (With Distinction)

Andy Shellford **JOSEPH**

Mignon Rose Thalia **KING**

Natasha Angela **LEOTAUD**

Denise Vanessa **MILLS** (With Distinction)

Damian **RAMDEO**

Mignon **ROLLE SHILLINGFORD**

Candy **SAHADEO**

Isabel Yvonne **TURNER**

Denise Maurella C. **WILLIAMS DUMMETT** (With Distinction)
MASTER OF EDUCATION
(READING)

Alicia Bernadette CAREW

Ottilene Laura OGIS-LARA

Merle Judy-Ann PATTERSON-JOBE
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES

MONA CAMPUS

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION FOR
SOCIAL & BEHAVIOUR CHANGE

Sherry-Ann ANDREWS

Gina-Marie GUY** (With Distinction)
ST. AUGUSTINE CAMPUS  
MASTER IN HIGHER EDUCATION TERTIARY LEVEL  
TEACHING & LEARNING

Shelley Roselle **LYONS**

Carlene Lauren **WILLIAMS**

MASTER OF ARTS IN  
DESIGN: ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Dexter **ASSON**

Khama **COX**

Sigmond Nicholas **CROMWELL**

Christanne Maria De **PASS**

(With Distinction)

Daren Sajivan **DHORAY**

(With Distinction)

Francis **ESCAYG**

(With Distinction)

Kwesi E. **HOPKINSON**

Michael Kenneth **MOOLEEDHAR**

Ann Marie **SAMSOONDAR**

(With Distinction)

Keegan Peter **SIMON**
MASTER OF ARTS IN CULTURAL STUDIES

Tyson **FOSTER**
Candice Ayana **HUGHES-BENGOCHEA**
Nicaise Nicole **JOSEPH**
Camille **KING**
Anisha Anika **PATTERSON**
Barnabas Davy **SOOKDEO**
Feroza Shaira **MATTHEW**
Kivan Hazen **MOHAMMED**
Tracey Kimberley **MOHAMMED**
MASTER OF ARTS IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Heather Dawn ALEXIS
Anushka BACHOO
Melitha Estellene JUEANVILLE-GAIRY
Hazel MONTOUTE
Marcia PILE
Madoorie PRIMCHAND
Vanessa Marissa RAMOUTAR
Alana SPRINGER
Kamla D. WILLIAMS

MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY

Neela BEHARRYLALL
Reann Alicia GITTENS
Aziza Farrah JAVED
Anna Rose MADRAY
Sarah RAMDIAL
Sheldon Michael SANCHEZ
MASTER OF ARTS IN HUMAN COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Petra Allison GREENIDGE-SAWYER
Keren Alana ISRAEL

MASTER OF ARTS IN LITERATURES IN ENGLISH

Surujdai BASDEO
Carol Beverley BREEDY
Georgia Michelle FLEMING
Trena MENDEZ
Shannon Kadine RAMQUAR-DEONARINE
MASTER OF ARTS IN SPANISH

Tanya Leslie ANDERSON
Terri Renne ANDERSON
Sunita BOODRAM
Melissa Ann-Marie BOISSIERE
Elizabeth Abigail SAMPSON

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

Tara MAHARAJ-SIBARAN
Shad Emmanuel SEATON
MASTER OF FINE ARTS (CREATIVE WRITING)

Josieann Martha RICHARDS
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

HIGHER DEGREES GRADUANDS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CHEMICAL & PROCESS ENGINEERING

Franz Shastri BEHARRY

Arvind Gereesh KALIPERSAD

Kerelyn Katrina SHAIRSINGH**          (With Distinction)

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CHEMICAL & PROCESS ENGINEERING WITH MANAGEMENT

Anand SINGH
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Sasier Karina GOKOOL

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CIVIL WITH ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Kenrick Orlando SANDY

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COASTAL
ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

Asalma ABDULLAH-MUHAMMAD

Nikki Olivia NOEL

Kavita Mohini RAMNARINE-RAMSAWAK
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
COASTAL ZONE ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

Ginger Cynthia Lutchman-Baijuram

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

Stefan Keron Deokiesingh

Andrew O’Neil Jackson
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Candice BENGOCHEA
Jurlene Clair FRANCIS
Patrick David GEORGE
Tarsha Natalie SIMON** (With Distinction)

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ENGINEERING ASSET MANAGEMENT

Ravi Krishna BABALL
Lyndon Melvin BERKELEY
Hamlyn Michael HOLDER
Jodine Anya JOHNSON** (With Distinction)
Gerald Brian MOLLINEAU
Wendell PERSAD
Jerome Benjamin PRECILLA
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Candice Camille ARJOON**  (With Distinction)
Vijay Shyam BALLERAM
Winzey Clive BONAIR
Cary Ryan CAMERON
Don Kerry CUMMINGS
Cheeriche Reegina ECCLES**  (With Distinction)
Jared Frederick HARRIS
Krystal Jane KOWLESSAR
Kareem Alexander MARSHALL
Hugh Phillip Chakuma PERU
Kavishan SAMAROO
Avinash Guya SINGH
Neville John WARD
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Safiyyah **ABDULLAH**

Mairiga Akil **EDWARDS**

Jasiyah **IBRAHIIM**

Seema **RAMOUTAR**

Devand Kevin **SAHADEO**
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
FOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Salisha Naseem ALI
Stephen-Jon Andrew BROWN** (With Distinction)
Helen Josephine DOTTIN-MONIQUETTE
Nelleen HARRIPAUL** (With Distinction)
Najorie Ann-Marie JENNINGS** (With Distinction)
Ainsley PUSTAM
Alana Melika SEEPERSAD** (With Distinction)
Renuka SWARATH** (With Distinction)
Kevin Orlando WILLIAMS
Melrose Bianca YEARWOOD
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOINFORMATICS

Schonell Nicole ELLIS

Juel Rhia PAUL** (With Distinction)

Akena Chanelle Jude SOLOMON
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOINFORMATICS (PROFESSIONAL)

Fariyal KHAN
Kayanne Meredith WILLIAMS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOINFORMATICS (RESEARCH)

Joanne Jessica CHIN SANG
Danika Maegan EDGHELL
Gernella Gerniff FRANCIS
Sarah Allysa HOSEIN
Ross Adil NOBEE
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

Neil Dean MAHABIR

Marc-Anthony Brian Earl RICHARDS
MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Shazard ASGARALI
Racine Abigail BOODRAM
Veroon MAHABIR
Shiva MANAR
Nkosane Anton C. NOEL

Aprana Shri Devi PARASRAM** (With Distinction)
Dale Dominique PERSAD

Naline RAMBARAN** (With Distinction)

Kriti RAMPAT
Mark Manring RATTANSINGH
Ansara Nareis SATTAUR

Sharmada Vidya SHARMA

Tricia Anita SINGH
Wade Ricardo WHITTIER
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

Niron Renaldo CARRINGTON

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

Josh Geron COUTOU
Donald Dane David KENT
Rajiv Hamant SOOKLAL
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Shelly Ann BRATHWAITE

Dean HARRISON

Yvette Simone HOYTE

Keisha KEENS-DUMAS

Amanda Elissa KHAN
MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT

John Gerard **AGARD** (With Distinction)

James Adedotun **AKINGBALA**

Tricia Alicia **ALEXIS**

Fazal **ALI** (With Distinction)

Timmy Ashmir **ALI** (With Distinction)

Charline Elizabeth **AUGUSTIN-BASTALDO**

Lynette Bernadine **BAILEY-CLARKE**

Sharlene **BAKSH** (With Distinction)

Devika **BEHARRY**

Jody Marsha **BIRJAH**

Adwin Nicholas **BURRELL** (With Distinction)

Kenesha Dionne **CAMPBELL** (With Distinction)

Valerie-Ann Kathleen **CAMPBELL**

Lisa Mary **CHAMBERS-BASTALDO** (With Distinction)

Darren Orion **COPPIN** (With Distinction)

Aaron **DE LEON**

Marc Andre **DE SOUZA** (With Distinction)

Rampiarie **DINDIAL**

Chantel Mary Mickela **GONZALES** (With Distinction)

Mark Anthony **GREENE** (With Distinction)

Carlton Arthur **HARDING**
Shazam Rassul Ishmael **HOSEIN**  
Crystal **JOSEPH** (With Distinction)  
Alicia Alva **JULIEN**  
Hazel-Ann Nicole **LUKE-DOUGLAS**  
Kerwyn Lyndersay **MAHATO**  
Mario Francis Martin **MANUEL**  
Katherine Elizabeth **MARINE** (With Distinction)  
Tasnim Tamara **MOHAMED** (With Distinction)  
Sridevi **NANKU** (With Distinction)  
Cathy-Jo Maria **NOEL**  
Nikolette **NYAKH**  
Stacy Rhonda **PEMBERTON** (With Distinction)  
John Alexander **PRIMO**  
Joanna Joyce **RAGOONANAN** (With Distinction)  
Parbati **RAMLOCHAN**  
Shane Kelsey **RATTANINGH**  
Kerion Cleavon **RICHARDS**  
Youland Roma **ROBINSON**  
Kristelle Kimberley Reena **ROSS** (With Distinction)  
Hannah Angel **SALEM** (With Distinction)  
Lelon Abrey **SAUL** (With Distinction)  
Anoushka Naomi **SAMAROO** (With Distinction)
Kathy Ann Beverly SIMMONS
Saheed SULAMAN
Stacy Camille THOMAS-LEWIS
Sean Michael WILSON

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN URBAN & REGIONAL PLANNING

Tracey Claire Amanda BEARD

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN URBAN & REGIONAL PLANNING (RESEARCH)

Everson Rajeev BEEDA
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
WATER & WASTEWATER SERVICES MANAGEMENT

Nabilla Frances SEEPERSAD

MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER
ENGINEERING
(COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS MAJOR)

Rhonda Sasha BRYAN
Shiva Danny KISSOON
Marise Bianca RAMSARAN** (With Distinction)
MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING  
(ENERGY SYSTEMS MAJOR)

Clint Zavier **ALLY**

MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING  
(CONTROL SYSTEMS MAJOR)

Kyle Dario Delisle **HUNTE** (With Distinction)

Craig Jonathan **RAMLAL** (With Distinction)
FACULTY OF LAW

HIGHER DEGREES GRADUANDS

CAVE HILL CAMPUS

MASTER OF LAW

Kelisha A. Bello  Corporate & Commercial Law
Edmund D. Christo  Corporate & Commercial Law
Lana Chunilal  Corporate & Commercial Law
Jennifer Mohomed  Corporate & Commercial Law
Nicole Priya Moonan  Corporate & Commercial Law
Alicia Piper  Corporate & Commercial Law
FACULTY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

HIGHER DEGREES GRADUANDS

MONA CAMPUS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORENSIC SCIENCE

Shamena BAKSH** (With Distinction)
Kwensi DIAZ
Jenelle DICKERSON** (With Distinction)
Giselle JACK** (With Distinction)
Starcia GERALD** (With Distinction)
Tereece MURRAY
ST. AUGUSTINE CAMPUS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ADVANCED NURSING

Adana Amanda **ADAMS**
Anesha **ALI**
Ann Marie Wazifa **ALI**
Lisa Sharon Annmarie **BESS**
Lydia Georgiana **CAMPBELL-GEORGE**
Sarah **CELESTINE-BALFOUR**
Sherene Gizelle **GERVAIS**
Linda Judy **HUNTE- RAMPERSAD**
Riaz Nigel **KARIM**
Mahalaxmi **KISSOONSINGH**
Kavita **MAHADEO**
Yatasha **MOHESS**
Jason **RAMCHARAN** (With Distinction)
Lisa Annette **RAMSUMAIR** (With Distinction)
Crystal Gail Bernadene **SEEBARAN**
Susan Dhanmatie **SYNE**
Malissa Kimaly **WRIGHT**
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

John-Paul Curtis AHERLEY
Ashvini Atalya BABALL
Lara BADEN-SEMPER** (With Distinction)
Jan Jamie BRANFORD
Michele Elizabeth CARTER
Esther Makeda JOHN
Chezelle Gabrielle JOSEPH
Aziza Shadera KHAN
Nidhi Chitha KIRPALANI
Annisha MARAJH
Raquel Elena MARSHALL
Claire Allison PETERS
Priya Elizabeth MAHARAJ** (With Distinction)
Kelly Anne MC FARLANE
Monella Yolanda MONA
Petra Valini RAMSUBHAG
Marsha Karin YOUSSEF
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FAMILY MEDICINE

Nicole Alexandria ADDERLEY
Estelle Joanna ARMOUR-LAVILLE
Shakera Rakell CARROLL
Catherine Celese CONLiffe
Tiadra Raynell DORSETT-JOHNSON
Sharmaine Raquel GRAY-STUART
Indira Carmelita MINUS-GRIMES
Penelope Heather-Dawn MOLYNEAUX
Nadia Nirmela RAMPERSAD** (With Distinction)
Geeta Sumintra RAMSOONDAR-RAJKUMAR
Keith Leon RIVERS
Juana RODGERS
Lisa Lacrissia ROLLE-SMITH
Deval Shalette SMITH-ROLLE
Sally TAYLOR-THOMAS
Jahzreel A. THOMPSON** (With Distinction)
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Keven ANTOINE

Janelle Renwicka ETTIENNE-CUMMINGS

Lorraine Ayana FRANCIS** (With Distinction)

Starsha Samantha GELLINEAU** (With Distinction)

Reshmaa Jihan HUSAIN** (With Distinction)

Richard Kevin INDALSINGH

Raveed Adil KHAN** (With Distinction)

Leah Staci Tamika LEWIS

Vashisheet Satiyajit MAHABIR** (With Distinction)

Waly Winston MOHAN

Cyril Deonarine PALTOO

Roxanne RAMPERSAD** (With Distinction)

Shaun Ronnie RAMROOP

Sandra Ursula SMITH-ALLEN

Claudia Elga THOMAS
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
HIGHER DEGREES GRADUANDS

CAVE HILL CAMPUS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Sariaya D. CHARLES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE POLICY

Jamila H. GREENE

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY

Odessa N. ARMSTRONG** (With Distinction)

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COUNSELLING PSYCHOLOGY

Andrea A. GAYMES** (With Distinction)
MONA CAMPUS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Shirnell JACK
ST. AUGUSTINE CAMPUS
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AVIATION MANAGEMENT

Kervyn Anthony BILLOUIN
Ramnarine BISSOONDIAL
Curtis Adrian FRASER
Kenny GOPAUL
Alfredo Jose GUEDEZ RIVAS
Krystal Shastri Candice RAMDATH
Robert Ricardo ROOPLAL** (With Distinction)
Rebecca Alicia SEEPERSAD
Roger YEE SHONG
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
CRIMINOLOGY & CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Anastasia Applelonia ADAMS
Joanna Emily ALEXANDER
Cristal BABOOLAL
Chadene Iyeesha BERNARD** (With Distinction)
Shanielle Diamon BRIGGS
Dwayne Darryl Paul EDGHILL
Tamara Janessa FORDE** (With Distinction)
Natalie Mary GONSALVES
Devika Cassandra GOOPTAR** (With Distinction)
Anastasia Alana GOPAULSINGH
Simone Marie JOHNSON** (With Distinction)
Mariell Reeba PARRIS
Adelica Natasha PHILLIP
Osiris Thabiti SENGHOR
Nicole Rhonda SIMON
Patricia ST. BERNARD
Kyomie WILLIAMS
Wendy Mary Debra WILLIAMS
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DEVELOPMENT STATISTICS

Satesha Afeisha Meriska  BERNARD
Kerry-Ann Rennel  BURRIS
Stephen Irwin  COCKBURN
J Mercia  JOHN
Cynthia Laura  LA FORTUNE
Sinovia Constance  MOONIE**  (With Distinction)
Vincent Vennie  RAMLOCHAN**  (With Distinction)
Atala Carla Amelia  SINNERINE
Keren Dandrea Regina  WILSON
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS

Hermia Cassie ANSELMM (With Distinction)
Darcellie Jernique BOWRIN
Skeeta Hippolyte CARASCO** (With Distinction)
Roshnie Anita DOON
Soleil Cecilia FREDERICK
Samuel GABRIEL
Raisa Anika GOMEZ
Tabitha GOPAUL
Cherry-Anne Asha GRANT
Keith Kyle HAMLET
Garik Keon JOSEPH
Justin JOSEPH
Akindele LOOBY
Andell Luke NELSON** (With Distinction)
Oluremi Eden IDOWU** (With Distinction)
Dhanielle SMITH
Timothy Cornelius John WOOLFORD
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GLOBAL STUDIES

Nicholas Christopher **BOODRAM**
Kimlee Shalene **BUNRAJ**
Devern **CALVIN-SMITH**
Rhonda Paula **CLARKE**
Juval Marc **DANIEL**
Kenika Lois **ESPINOSA**
Gina Marie **GRANADO** (With Distinction)
Lyanna Rene Cyrilla **HARRACKSINGH**
Roxanne Sangene **JACK-NEEMAH**
Teneil Deborah **JOHN**
Kristen Sharda **JOHNSON**
Keith-Ann Marisa **JONES**
Angel Princess M. **JOSEPH**
Hannah Gabrielle **KATWAROO** (With Distinction)
Lesley Kristin **KHAN**
Colleen Aysha **LYNCH**
Varsha Nalini **MAHABIR**
Nalanie **MAHADEO**
Lizann Carrina **MANNA** (With Distinction)
Denneil Tekeisha **MASCALL**
Shari Alisha **MOHAMMED** (With Distinction)
Anand **MUNESSAR**
Shivonne Su-Anne PARIAG**
Amanda Vania PERKINS**
Stephanie Nayoka RATTAN
Kurtly Allister RAVELLO
Devon Caryll SOOKLALSINGH
Keisha Janelle WALKER
Donesha YOUNG LAO

(With Distinction)
(With Distinction)
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GOVERNMENT

Mona AKNATH-AFONG
Cristal L. BEDDEAU
Prior Gavaskar P. BEHARRY
Gaitrie MAHARAJ
Emmanuel YEE MON

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Randolph KING
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Francis Mortimer CUMBERBATCH
Melissa Angela DEDIER
Raeanne Meolina J. FRANCIS
Carolyn Anuschka GERLING
Shevern Rockell LEWIS
Ayana Khadine MOREAN
Nazareen MUHAMMAD
Kyle Kareem Ephraim PAPIN-RAMCHARAN
Thala Vanessa SARJOO
Krystal SEEPERSAD
Ajillah Ay-Yiy-Shah SINNETTE-VINCENT
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MEDIATION STUDIES

Beverly Akila ALEXANDER
Annesta Rachel Louanne BROTHERSON
Garth-Wayne Errol Nissan CHRISTOPHER
Seeraj GAJADHAR
Sharon M. JACK
Rochelle Nicola LASHLEY
Camille Allison MACINTYRE
Kenneth Anthony Wayne NILES
Odette Hyacinth PETERSON
Deopersad RAMOUTAR
Hedy TENIA
Tara Elise THOMPSON
Alloy Curtis YOUKSEE
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT

Jacqueline ALI
Christine Avion BAPTISTE
Indira BOOCHOON-OUSMAN
Teliah Hematie BOODHRAM
Rhonda Christal FARRIER** (With Distinction)
Ayanna GASPARD
Zephaniah Epaphras HARRIPAUL
Schonnel HERBERT
Arlene HOSEIN
Coreen Cecelia JOSEPH-LEWIS
Susette Maria MC LEAN
Michelle MOORE
Charmaine Elizabeth PHILLIPS-HENRY
Olive Patricia Linda TYRRELL-MOORE
Stacey WILLIAMS
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOCIOLOGY

Fareena Maryam ALLADIN** (With Distinction)

Cheryl GREENE

Rochelle Kimberly HOWE

Farah Farah Isabelle HYATALI

Onika Sireira NOREIGA

Hazel Susan O’GARRO

Angelina Lucinda PHILLIP

Ccheron RAMLOGAN

Kathrina SINGH-BALROOP
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPORTS MANAGEMENT

Ingrid Jennefer BERNARD
Annette Susan KNOTT
Shabbir Ricardo MOHAMMED
Karen Arlene WICKHAM** (With Distinction)
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT

Tricia Natalie ACKBARALI
Sean ALI
Pettrrina Ann-Marie BRATHWAITE-GARCIA
Chavelle Amalie Kyla CALLISTE
Petra Sophia CAMPBELL
Kareem CUFFY
Kettisha Lauren DA COSTA
Donna-Marie DENNIS
Devika DEONARINE
Tamika Ray-Anne ELCOCK
Noveck Jaishima GOWANDAN
Sheldon A. E. GREENE
Amy Ria HARRIPAUL
Dennis Edward JAGGERNAUTH

Jessel JONES** (With Distinction)
Ian Marcus LEWIS** (With Distinction)
Kimberly Laura LOCHAN** (With Distinction)
Selris Mohendra MAHABIR
Sharon Theresa MAINGOT-SEDENO
Ashlee Nailah MOHAMMED** (With Distinction)
Wilma MOORE LUCES
Nishal NAGASSAR** (With Distinction)
Dionne NEBBLETT
Marlon Gregory PETERS
Ife Kelsha PHILLIP
Ronald Shayad Visham PRABHOO
Prakash Chris RAJKUMAR
Alana Alisha REYES
Clyeon ROBERTS
Wenda Helen ROCKE
Beverly SAMUEL-THOMAS
Lance SEEPERSAD
Stephon Jonathan STOUTE
Greer Lois THOMAS
Kalifa Makisha THOMAS
Wayne TIKAH** (With Distinction)
Kathy Ann YEARWOOD MATTHEWS
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT & MANAGEMENT

Jenna Nadara ADDISON
Renee Candice DEANE** (With Distinction)
Lee Whitney DOWNES
Hannah Safiyah ENIGHTOOLA
Suzanne RAPHAEL
Renee Clare SPENCER
Nicole Ashley ST HILL** (With Distinction)

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Alsoona Elizabeth BOSWELL-JACKSON
Marilyn Henrietta COOPER
Celia OROSCO
Kirk PITT
Allison Glendora RICHARDS-MC MILLAN
INSTITUTE OF GENDER & DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN GENDER & DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

Nicholas Ronnie GILBERT
Karen Teresa HULL-LA COA
Nneka Genisse ST ROSE
Kelly-Ann Sarah SAMBRANO
CAVE HILL CAMPUS

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

MASTER IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Margaret-Rose BURTON
ST. AUGUSTINE CAMPUS

ARThUR LOK JACK GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Erica Kathy Ann ADAMS-ROACH
Saaraa Ameena ALI** (With Distinction)
Racine Stacy BAPTISTE** (With Distinction)
Sherisse Denesha April BEDLOW** (With Distinction)
Nesha CHADEE
Josanne Nanda CLARKE** (With Distinction)
Kavita DHANISINGH** (With Distinction)
Candice Richelle EDWARDS
Neisha Kavita GARIB** (With Distinction)
Salma Salita GARIB** (With Distinction)
Shalini GARIB
Alicia Akeam GEORGE
Moulda Patricia GEORGE** (With Distinction)
Sandra Marcelle GITTENS-SCOTT
Nichelle Keisha GRANDERSON
Judy HAMIL
Letisha Sue-Ann JACOBS
Jeremiah JAMES
Brenda Christine JOHN
Isha KHAN
Anita KHOON KHOON-ALI
Nadera MARAJH-ECCLES
Valerie MATAS
Judith Michelle MC GILLVERY
Shelly Ria MCLEAN
Natasha Sharon MILLINGTON** (With Distinction)
Crystal Saleema MOHAMMED
Soraiyah Anneisha MOHAMMED** (With Distinction)
Margaret Rebecca MORALES** (With Distinction)
Nadira NAVSA-ALI
Joanne Gesine NICOME
Shivani Sacha PERSAD-LAKHANSINGH
Sonja Carol POLLONAIS** (With Distinction)
Alec John PURCELL
Josann RAMLAL-KELLY** (With Distinction)
Jennifer Diane RAMERSAD** (With Distinction)
Nikesha Fayola SMITH
Wendell Kelvon WILLIAMS
Rene-Ann WINCHESTER

Kwesi Anton YOUNG
MASTER OF MARKETING

Leslie-Ann Fern **ALI**

Vayu Adana **BEEPATH**

Adita Reshma **BRIDGELAL**

Neisha Fiona **BYRON**

Crystal Raquel **CHARLES** (With Distinction)

Samantha Kristi **CHIN**

Mandissa **CLARKE**

Kristara Daniella V. **Dhaniram**

Shelly Rachel **DOLABAILLE** (With Distinction)

Betty Ann Elizabeth **GIBBONS** (With Distinction)

Tamika Joelle **GRIFFITH**

Raynardo **Hassanally** (With Distinction)

Candice Maria **HECTOR**

Ian Rishi **HEERAMAN**

Jesselle Claudia **JORDAN**

Dale Curtis **JULIEN**

Roxann Natasha **JULIEN-JOSEPH**

Jillian **Kalloo**

Shelomi **LEGAL**

Crystal Ann **LEWIS** (With Distinction)

Candice Jamie **MARAJ**
Reinaldo Che **MARTINEZ**
Nigel Parbhahie **NAGASSAR**
Jenna Jenniel **NEAVES**
Allana Sharlene **NOEL**
Michelle **O'CONNOR**
Kevin Joseph **PHILLIPS**
Nichole **RAJKUMAR**
Samantha **RAMBADHAN**
Khelice Kerk Justin **RENNIE**
Shamika Emma Solange **ROACH**
Sanjivani **SEEREERAM** **(With Distinction)**
Narisha Cavita **SINGH**
Preya **SOOKHAI**
Portia Sophia **SUBRAN**
MASTER OF PORT & MARITIME MANAGEMENT

Judy BEEPATH-RAMJOHN** (With Distinction)
Clint Junior DUNCAN
Karen FERREIRA
Rohan MOOLOO
Averne PANTIN** (With Distinction)
Harold RAGBIR
Niegel SUBIAH
Linda Beverley WARRICK** (With Distinction)
MASTER OF SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT

Micaela **ASSEE**

Shelly Ann Shirma **BAPTISTE**

Nadia **BYER-THOMAS**

Nadia Kesha **CLIFFORD**

Vindra **DHANRAJ**

Nicole Mary **FEARON**

Ionna Mellica **FRASER**

Crystal Hansinee **HARRYGIN SINGH**

Christine **HUGGINS**

Adlene **JOSEPH-MARTINEZ**

Vaughn Clive Nathaniel **NICHOLS**

Marlon **INDAR PERSAD**

Leah Marissa **PHILIP**

Giselle Ruth **QUASHIE**

Devi **RAMBERRAN-NARINE**

Theophilus **RICHARDS**

Samuel Sydney **SAUNDERS**

Adanna Onika **SEALEY**

Morrisa Myrtle **SINGH**

Sharon Aretha **TANG NAIN-ROBINSON**

Carol Paula **TAYLOR**
Scofield **THOMAS**

Michelle Maria **WOODING**
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

Mark Stanislaus **ALI**
Keisha Nazia **BAIG-RAMSAMOOJ** (With Distinction)
Hema **BHAGALOO**
Everald Sheldon **BOBB**
Andrew Christopher **BOISSIERE** (With Distinction)
David Winston **CHARLERIE**
Natalie Rhonda **CRAWFORD**
Adita **DEONARINE** (With Distinction)
Ravi Shastri **DHARAMDIAL** (With Distinction)
Denise Dedra **DOUGLAS**
Danielle **DUMAS** (With Distinction)
Kerry-Ann Krystle Lana **DYER** (With Distinction)
Karon Ayanna **FELMINE**
Stuart Ian Martin **GRAHAM**
Donna Janelle **LOGAN**
David Fitz-Patrick **MAYNARD**
Sugrim Christopher **MUNGAL** (With Distinction)
Bernadette **PAJOTTE-PRESCOTT**
Brad Navin **PERSAD**
Jaceson **RAJ**
Sean Andre **REID**
Jenelle Nicole RICHARDS
Neil Anthony RUSSELL
Danielle SMITH
Selma VALENTINE-RAMDIN
Kyle Wainwright WALROND
MASTER’S DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (EXECUTIVE)

Sharon ALEXANDER
Krishna O. BAHADURSINGH
Jenelle BLACKMAN
Christpen BOBB-SEMPLE** (With Distinction)
Natalie Alicia CAESAR
Michelle Lynnis CARRINGTON** (With Distinction)
David Andrew CHAN** (With Distinction)
Martin CHEONG** (With Distinction)
Tessa FARRIER-PIERRE** (With Distinction)
Juliet FORBES
Michelle GARCIA
Mario Francois GARIB
Samantha Emily GOODEN
Gillian Teresa GRIFFITH-EDWARDS** (With Distinction)
Lenny W. HANOMANSINGH** (With Distinction)
Aubrey William HENRY
Eugene Anthony HOYTE
Elbert JOHNSON
Onecia Oylande JOHNSON
Terrence Clayton JULIEN
Allison LEWIS-WARNER
Dianne Daughn **LOCHAN** (With Distinction)

Nebert Marcellus **MARIN**

Wade Stephen **MARK**

Colleen Javerri **MURRAY** (With Distinction)

Gemma Ingrid **MURRAY**

Lesley-Ann Melanie **NOEL** (With Distinction)

Mitoonlal **PERSAD**

Ingrid **PRINCE** (With Distinction)

Raymond Edward S. **RAMSAROOP** (With Distinction)

Robert **ROSS**

Baldeo **SINGH**

Bhashkaranand **SINGH** (With Distinction)

Jankie **SINGH**

Vandanna Devi **SINGH**

Oronde Atiba **SMITH**

Kevin **SNAGGS**

Lavina **WALROND**
MASTER’S DEGREE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL)

Rodney Ramdass **AMAR**
Kevin Beajai **ATWAROO**
Keri Su Ann **BAILEY**
Ria Maria **BALBOS-JORDAN**
Ravi Dave **BEHARRYLAL**
Michelle Martina **BOISSELLE-MORRIS**
Chrystal Jamie **BRADSHAW-BRAMBLE**
Dayne Kirvaughn **BRIZAN**
Lisa Ann **CARMICHAEL-JOSEPH**
Melissa Anita **CHINEBAS**
Kristy K. **COMISSIONG**
Amanda Noelle **De GANNES-FREDERICK**
Nichelle Lauralee **DENOON**
Camille Nicole **GRANT**
Opal Venessa **HEM LEE**
Stacey L. **HONORE**
Giselle Sherry-Ann **HOWARD**
Swarzuette **JOHN**
Jai **KANHAI**
Cherese Nicola Narelle **LAPTISTE**
Cindy Janelle **LEWIS**

(With Distinction)
Nakeisha Alaina Tanisia **MONTICIEUX**

Gytri **RAMJIT**

Radha Preya **RAMPAL**

Vanessa Niola **RAMPERSAD**

Rai Stuart **RAMREKERSINGH**

Shelly-Ann **SANKAR**

Richard Marvin **SMITH**

Natasha **SUBERO**
# MASTER’S DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL)
## ENERGY BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SPECIALIZATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>(With Distinction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genevieve Kationa CAMPBELL**</td>
<td>(With Distinction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariane KerriDAVIS**</td>
<td>(With Distinction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyren James Boswell GREIGG</td>
<td>(With Distinction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billson Orlando HAINSLEY**</td>
<td>(With Distinction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuquie Joh-Vonnie MELVILLE**</td>
<td>(With Distinction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaheeda Zakiyyah PHILLIP</td>
<td>(With Distinction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semane Kate RAMPERSAD**</td>
<td>(With Distinction)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MASTER’S DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL)
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE SPECIALIZATION

Hayden Anthony ALEXANDER** (With Distinction)
Bindu CHANDRAN** (With Distinction)
Nataki Iasha HYPOLITE
Dileena Shelly Ann JAGGERNAUTH
Vedwati KALLOO** (With Distinction)
Sheldon PRESCOTT
Cindy ROOPCHAND
Joanne Arlene SAMMERSON

MASTER’S DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL)
SPECIALIZATION IN HEALTH MANAGEMENT

Issa Ibn Abraham ALI
Anthony DAVIS
Anil Kumar Reddy KOTAPATI
Amanda Helene MOHAMMED
MASTER’S DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL)
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SPECIALIZATION

Tynnille **BAPTISTE**  (With Distinction)

Ruth Jenelle **EDWARDS**

Sharda **GHANY**

Michelle Gina **HIGHLY**  (With Distinction)

Kersha Janine **HILLS**

Jius Kenrick **JASPER**

Gina Jenelle **JOBITY**

Marsha K. **MIRANDA**  (With Distinction)

Cherise Missy Kelly **NANDOO**

Christa Nadira **SANKARSINGH-GLASGOW**

Lisa **SINETTE**
MASTER’S DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL)  
SPECIALIZATION IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING MANAGEMENT

Leona **CHARLES**  
(With Distinction)

Shyon Anthony **DANIEL**

Gillian Shurla **HOWARD**

Marc Davin Dominic **LEMESSEY**  
(With Distinction)

Charlene S. **NYACK**

Gillian **TORRIES**

Hayden **WALDRON**
MASTER’S DEGREE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL) INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP SPECIALIZATION

Ansarah **ALI** (With Distinction)

Sally Ann **BHARAT**

Racine Cindy Samantha **BOWMAN**

Vanessa Candy **BOYCE**

Vivia **DIALSINGH**

Biana Andrea **EDWARDS**

Rheema Amanda **FARRELL** (With Distinction)

Stacey Patrice **GAY-MITCHELL**

Charon Theresa Sonia **INCE-CHRISTOPHER**

Shoba **JAMUNAR** (With Distinction)

Jeffers Kayode **JOHN-CHARLES**

Adrian Kareem **LEWIS**

Hannah Kezia **MOHAMMED**

Peter **MUSAIB-ALI**

Rebecca Patricia **PATRICK**

Seshmattie **PERSAD-SHARMA** (With Distinction)

Kizzy Jenelle **RAMEASAR** (With Distinction)

Rhonda **RAMSARAN**

David **ROBERTS**

Danielle Yentl **SIMPSON** (With Distinction)
Reyanne **SOBERS**

Jacqueline Leonora **TAYLOR-CHASE**

Petriann Keada **TRANCOSO**

Reena **TEELUCKSINGH**

Janelle Roberta **TIMOTHY**
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN SUSTAINABLE ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Tsarrio Nikolai MILLARD** (With Distinction)

Samdaye TAN-MAHARAJ
MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY

FACULTY OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

Lendel Kade **NARINE**  Agricultural Economics
Ezra Stephen **BARTHOLOMEW**  Crop Science
Melissa A. **ATWELL**  Geography
Lloyd Dominic **GELLINEAU**  Horticulture
Andell Nicholas **EDWARDS**  Livestock Science
FACULTY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Fariyal **HOSEIN HARDIT-SINGH**

Biochemistry

David St. Clair Wesley **DORANT**

Chemistry

Machel **HIGGINS**

Computer Science

La Daana **KANHAI**

Environmental Biology

Kerrie Tabitha **NARANJIT**

Environmental Biology

Nicole **SOOKOO**

Environmental Biology

Rhea **ALEXANDER**

Mathematics

Seema Shirvana **RAMKISSOON**

Microbiology

Sue Min **NATHANIEL-GIRDHARRIE**

Microbiology

Anastasia Anjna **BABOOLAL**

Physics

Sharlene Lata **BEHARRY**

Physics

Daveka Suzanne **BOODRAM**

Zoology
FACULTY OF HUMANITIES & EDUCATION

School of Education

Arden MCLEAN  Education
Charlene ROSS-QUAMINA  Education
Fitzroy Alester RICHARDS  Education
Kathleen WARNER-LALL  Education

School of Humanities

Nikoli ATTAI  Cultural Studies
Dina POON CHONG  Cultural Studies
Chike Sekou PILGRIM  History
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Bernadette NEPTUNE

Leigh-Ann Khadine WALDROPT-BONAIR

Sociology

Sociology
FACULTY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE IN
ANAESTHESIA & INTENSIVE CARE

Prisca Anna-Maria BRADSHAW

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE IN FAMILY MEDICINE

Catherine Celese CONLiffe
Tiadra Raynell DORSETT-JOHNSON
Sharmaine Raquel GRAY-STUART
Sabiquet Shenique PINDER-BUTLER
Indira Carmelita MINUS-GRIMES
Penelope Heather-Dawn MOLYNEAUX
Lisa Lacrissia ROLLE-SMITH
Keith Leon RIVERS
Juana RODGERS
Tonya Latique ROKER-DAVIS
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE IN PAEDIATRICS

Denise Michelle COOMBS
Chela Leah LAMSEE-EBANKS

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE IN PSYCHIATRY

Abiodun DOSUMU
Miranda Liloutie FOON
Rehanna MOHAMMED-EMAMDEE
Andel Reggie ROBERTS

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE IN RADIOLOGY

Srinivas Venkata Naga DOLA
Barry Michael TAYLOR
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

MONA CAMPUS

Junior DARSAN Geography

ST. AUGUSTINE CAMPUS

Shamjeet SINGH *** Biochemistry
(With High Commendation)

Nigel Horace JOHN Chemistry

Lorale Jeanine LALGEE*** Chemistry
(With High Commendation)

Simone Faye WALKOTT Chemistry

Rachael Rosalie WYSE-MASON Chemistry

Marsha Shelly PEARCE Cultural Studies

Henry Hugh BAILEY*** Economics
(With High Commendation)

Catherine Mary ALI Gender & Development Studies

Karen ECCLES History

Sue Ann Leonora BARRATT Interdisciplinary Gender Studies

Chukwudi David ANYANWU International Relations

Robertha Sandra EVANS*** Linguistics
(With High Commendation)
Curtis **BOODOO**
Mathematics

Joanna **SOOKNANAN**
Mathematics

Richard Adesh **BACHOO***
Mechanical Engineering
*(With High Commendation)*

Debbie Gina **HILAIRE**
Human Nutrition

Arlene Faye-Ann **WILLIAMS**
Pharmacology

Marissa **MOSES**
Plant Science

Tracie Alicia **ROGERS**
Social Work

Jo-Anne Nina **SEWLAL**
Zoology

The Registry
St. Augustine
17th October 2013
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